This is the second practice exercise/activity. With this you will recreate layouts using HTML and CSS. There are two parts to this activity.

Part 1.

1. Complete the Layout (Float) CSS In-class Activity. You can find a link to this activity on the Schedule page of the class site for September 20 or click the following link:

   http://www.jma.duq.edu/classes/gibbs/jma308/week5/day1/InclassActivity.pdf

Part 2:

1. Go to the site 40 Beautiful Corporate Websites, which can be found at:

   http://vandelaydesign.com/blog/galleries/corporate-websites/

2. For the most part, the layouts on the site depict professional designs. Pick one of the layouts and try to recreate it (a total of 5 pages, a home page a four additional pages). I realize that you may be unable to exactly replicate the design but try to make your site as similar to the original as possible. You can use your own images. Use fill text if you do not have content. You may even choose your own color scheme (try using http://kuler.adobe.com). All five pages should use a similar design. Use an external styles sheet for styling. You should do all the styling and html markup. Please do not copy it from the site, when it is available. Identify the original site that you recreated and put a link to it on your homepage.

3. Make a links to this assignment on your class portfolio page.

4. You will be evaluated on:
   - The professionalism of your site
   - How well your site reflects the original design
   - How well you use html and CSS to create a professional looking design/interface

As you work on this exercise, go to http://960.gs/ and review the grid layouts. Select/create a grid to help you lay the page out. If you are unfamiliar with using grids, we will have class time to work on the project (and work with grids.).

Earn an extra 5 points for this assignment:
- Try using JQuery so users can adjust type size
- Try integrating one of the expandable or tab spry items that we used in Dreamweaver.